Executive Summary

Objectives for Partnership:
ERS, LAUSD, and Advisory Task Force
1. Provide a clear fact-base, through ERS third-party analysis of
resource use and school funding, to support increased transparency
and engagement with stakeholders
2. Identify and prioritize strategic investments in service of
accelerated student outcomes
3. Mitigate threat of deficit by identifying key opportunities for
reallocation and by naming and quantifying key structural challenges
4. Inform future policies around flexibility, support, and accountability
by building knowledge around how LAUSD currently organizes
resources

5. Tee up opportunities for action as a foundation to a path charted by
the district and community for greatest impact
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Executive Summary

Key Insights
1.

LAUSD is facing a structural deficit due to increasing liability for pensions from the state
and annual spend on health and welfare benefits

2.

Relative to peer districts:
a)

Benefits investments are high throughout the district, with the additional investment
disproportionately in operations positions

b)

Early career salary increases add to the teaching value proposition in LAUSD; however
the criteria for increases do not always reinforce district strategy or needs

c)

Limited time exists to support effective teaching and learning, especially given the short
student and teacher days in LAUSD

d)

LAUSD invests more in school-based administrative support, yet LAUSD sees high
principal movement throughout the system

3.

The proportion of special education students placed into more restrictive settings and
variations in experienced student to staff ratios leads to higher special education costs,
which encumber resources that could otherwise support earlier interventions

4.

LAUSD’s current school funding practices create greater variation within school levels than
seen in peer districts and result in fewer resources at the middle school level

LAUSD has options to make strategic reductions to bridge the budget gap,
while reallocating dollars and pursuing cost-neutral improvements
to accelerate great teaching and learning
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Key Options
LAUSD has options to make strategic
reductions to bridge the budget gap…

... while reallocating dollars and…

… pursuing cost-neutral improvements
to accelerate great teaching and learning

Associated Actions

a)

Begin working on a long-term solution to
pensions burden in collaboration with the state
($600M+ total annual spend)

b)

Revise health and welfare benefits packages in
alignment with peer districts ($415M)

c)

Address relative over-investment in school
administration costs: admin support staff and
supplies ($80M); share program coordinators
across schools ($70M)

a)

b)

Revise lane/education pay eligibility to match
best practices (for content- or role-specific,
standards-aligned professional development);
build toward structures that reward
contributions in classrooms, and incentivize
effective instruction and leadership for the
neediest students and subject areas ($150M,
30% of education pay over time)
Add 90 annual hours of professional
development and teacher collaboration within
the current compensation structure (bringing
hourly salary to $55), or stipend the time
($150M investment)

d)

Revise staffing ratios and increase flexibilities
for small schools* to see 50% reduction in small
school premium ($50M)

e)

Place students into least restrictive settings and
continue addressing disproportional
identification of EL and African American
students ($100M+)

c)

Invest in additional general education FTEs to
implement Multi-Tiered systems of support by
repurposing special education TAs beyond
stated staffing ratios ($65M)

Review special education program and staff
placement to ensure consistent student to
teacher ratios across schools ($40M+)

d)

Strategically increase individual attention and/or
student time where additional support is
needed

f)

a)

Determine the root causes of principal
movement across schools and create
incentives to stay in the same school

b)

Realign principal and assistant principal
responsibilities to increase instructional
leadership/teacher support in schools

c)

Provide principal coaching, as well as exemplar
school models, to ensure strategic use of
resources at schools

d)

Consolidate the resources provided through
one-off school designations to allocate
resources in alignment with that deliberate
vision for equity

e)

Increase access to lower-cost housing for
teachers by pursuing partnerships with the
department of housing and the city

Please see Appendix E for Additional Details
Notes: Opportunity sizing is based on LAUSD budgeted expenses in 16-17 relative to peer districts
*“Small Schools” refers to elementary schools smaller than 350 students and secondary schools smaller than 500; total premium is $100M annually
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
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The key options are rooted in investments that support better
teaching and learning and align to district strategy
Current Practice

Strategic Alternatives

Over-weighted benefits and “one-size-fits-all”
teaching job
Costly
benefits
and
“one-size-fits-all”
▪ More
generous
benefits
across the district
$415M

Roles, assignments, and supports that match
skills and expertise to school priorities and
student needs
Roles, assignments,
and supports that

teaching
jobto specific district
▪ Education
pay unrelated
$150M needs*
Investments away from the classroom,
and inflexible staffing
$150M ▪ Additional school-based administrative

support staffinand
suppliesstaffing
Variations
school
Rigid staffing
models
small schools**
$50M
not ▪tightly
aligned
to for
student
need
▪ Inconsistent staffing for students with
$40M
disabilities

▪ Increased time for role-specific professional
$150M
match
skills and expertise to school
learning and collaboration

priorities and student needs
$50M ▪ Supported leadership roles for 10% of teachers;

redefined (assistant) principal role as instructional
leadership

Investments reinforcing the school’s core
instructional work
▪ 50% smaller group sizes in 3rd grade ELA and
$130M
Investments reinforcing the school’s core
Math, for example

instructional
work
$45M ▪ Early grade
literacy support
$35M ▪ Additional priorities***

Key Questions
▪ Which investments support better teaching and learning, and match district strategy?
▪ What trade-offs exist for maintaining current practices?
▪ What can be discontinued or repurposed to support strategic investments?
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By taking action now, LAUSD can reorganize its resources to
accelerate student achievement and bridge the SY20-21 budget gap
Current Practice
Costly benefits and “one-size-fits-all”
teaching job

$415M

▪ Higher benefits spend across LAUSD than
in peer districts

$150M ▪ Education pay unrelated to specific district needs*

Variations in school staffing,
not tightly aligned to student need
$150M ▪ Additional school-based administrative
support staff and supplies

$50M ▪ Rigid staffing models for small schools**
▪ Inconsistent staffing for students with
$40M
disabilities

Strategic Alternatives
Roles, assignments, and supports that match
skills and expertise to school priorities and
student needs
$150M ▪ Increased time for role-specific professional
learning and collaboration

$50M ▪ Supported leadership roles for 10% of teachers;
redefined (assistant) principal role with more
focus on instructional leadership

Investments reinforcing the school’s core
instructional work
$130M ▪ 50% smaller group sizes in 3rd grade ELA and
Math, for example

$45M ▪ Early grade literacy support
$35M ▪ Additional priorities***

Notes: Costs assume no change to average salary for each position; additional teacher pay for professional development would not increase pension or benefits costs
*Assumes a third of current education pay can be repurposed over time.
**Small schools premium is $100M due to both fixed costs and staffing models; ERS assumes 50% of that premium could be reduced by revising staffing models and flexibilities
***Additional Priorities budget assumes maintaining an overall reduction in spend by $400M to bridge anticipated SY20-21 budget gap.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
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Appendix A: Year-over-year Trends in LAUSD Resource Levels
1.

LAUSD is facing a structural deficit due to increasing liability for pensions from the state
and annual spend on health and welfare benefits

2.

Relative to peer districts:
a)

Benefits investments are high throughout the district, with the additional investment
disproportionately in operations positions

b)

Early career salary increases add to the teaching value proposition in LAUSD; however
the criteria for increases do not always reinforce district strategy or needs

c)

Limited time exists to support effective teaching and learning, especially given the short
student and teacher days in LAUSD

d)

LAUSD invests more in school-based administrative support, yet LAUSD sees high
principal movement throughout the system

3.

The proportion of special education students placed into more restrictive settings and
variations in experienced student to staff ratios leads to higher special education costs,
which encumber resources that could otherwise support earlier interventions

4.

LAUSD’s current school funding practices create greater variation within school levels than
seen in peer districts and result in fewer resources at the middle school level
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Year-over-year Trends

LAUSD faces a ~$400M budget gap, and risks a negative reserves balance, by
SY20-21 before funding any new strategic endeavors to support student learning
Strategy Focus

From:

To:

Expert-led
Collaboration &
Professional Learning

Teaching as an individual
enterprise.

Teams of teachers who work
together to execute a collective
vision for excellent instruction, and
their own professional improvement.

Talent Management &
Teacher Leadership

A “one-size-fits-all”
teaching job.

Roles and assignments that match
each individual’s unique skills and
expertise to needed roles.

Standardized class sizes
in “one-teacher
classrooms.”

Groups of teachers and students
that vary across subjects, activities
and students.

Rigid time allocations.

Flexible schedules that allow time to
vary with needs of students.

Investments in culture and
social-emotional support
that remove resources
from core instruction.

Investments that are embedded
within and reinforce the school’s
core instructional work.

Personalized Time &
Attention

Responsive Learning
Community;
Empowering Curricula
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Year-over-year Trends

LAUSD is facing a structural deficit, as conservative expenditure estimates
outpace revenues going forward and suggest a $400M budget gap in SY20-21

Total Dollars ($B)

LAUSD’s General Fund Revenues and Expenditures,
Year Over Year
$9.0
$8.5
$8.0
~$0.4B
budget gap

$7.5
$7.0

~$1.3B
budget gap

$6.5
$6.0
$5.5
2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021

Actual Revenue

Expenditures, LAUSD Forecast*

Actual Expenditures

Expenditures, Prior Year Trends**

Revenue Forecast

Notes: *LAUSD Forecast for 2020-2021 is based on Governor’s funding announcements and reflect reductions in expenditures commensurate with the declining student enrollment and
other curbed expenditures to contain costs
**Expenditure estimate based on prior 3-year average percent change in expenditures
Source: LAUSD Multi-Year Projections: Schedule 1A, ERS Analysis
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Year-over-year Trends

While LAUSD anticipated higher revenues with rising LCFF fulfillment,
its lower SY20-21 revenue target reflects declining enrollment

Total Dollars ($B)

LAUSD’s Actual & Estimated Revenues,
General Fund (SY13-14, 16-17, 20-21)

$7.3

$7.2

2016-2017

2020-2021*

$5.9

2013-2014

In-District
TK-12 Enrollment**

556k

511k

470k

% of LCFF Fulfillment

75%

96%

100%

Note: *Projected Revenues
**Enrollment does not include financially-independent charter schools
Source: LAUSD Multi-Year Projections: Schedule 1A, ERS Analysis

$9.0
$8.0
$7.0
$6.0
$5.0
$4.0
$3.0
$2.0
$1.0
$0.0
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Year-over-year Trends

Meanwhile, expenditures have increased and will to continue to rise
given greater liability for pensions and growth in health and welfare costs
LAUSD’s Actual & Estimated Expenditures,
General Fund (SY13-14, 16-17, 20-21)
$6.9

Total Dollars ($B)

$5.8
$0.3
$0.8

$0.7
$1.0

$9.0

$7.6

$8.0

$1.2

$7.0

$1.3

$6.0
$5.0
$4.0

$4.7

$5.2

$5.1

$3.0
$2.0

Pensions
Health &
Welfare

Other
Expenditures

$1.0
$0.0

2013-2014

2016-2017

2020-2021*

Employer STRS
Contribution Rate

8.3%

12.6%

19.1%

Employer PERS
Contribution Rate

11.4%

13.8%

23.8%

Note: **LAUSD Forecast for 2020-2021 is based on the governor’s funding announcements and reflect reductions in expenditures commensurate with the declining
student enrollment and other curbed expenditures to contain costs.
Source: LAUSD Multi-Year Projections: Schedule 1A , Historical and projected Health and Welfare contributions, CALSTRS Funding Plan, ERS analysis

LAUSD anticipates
continued growth
in employer
contributions rates
beyond SY20-21
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Year-over-year Trends

Even if LAUSD holds all additional dollars from the governor* from SY18-19
to bridge the budget gap, LAUSD is projected to be in the red by SY20-21

Ending Balance Reserves Projections
15%

% of General Funds

11.64%

10%

10.61%
7.25%

5%

3.42%

0%
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

-3.31%

-5%

Total Reserves
($M)

2020-21

$790

$760

$540

$250

-$250

*Projections above are contingent upon using the additional funding from the January Governor’s Update ($137M to fully fund LCFF earlier than initially projected) to bridge the budget gap.
Rounding differences to be expected.
Source: LAUSD Presentation: Governor’s Proposed 2018-2019 Budget, presented January 16th, 2018.
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Appendix B: LAUSD Resource Patterns
Relative to Peer Districts
1.

LAUSD is facing a structural deficit due to increasing liability for pensions from the state
and annual spend on health and welfare benefits

2.

Relative to peer districts:
a)

Benefits investments are high throughout the district, with the additional investment
disproportionately in operations positions

b)

Early career salary increases add to the teaching value proposition in LAUSD; however
the criteria for increases do not always reinforce district strategy or needs

c)

Limited time exists to support effective teaching and learning, especially given the short
student and teacher days in LAUSD

d)

LAUSD invests more in school-based administrative support, yet LAUSD sees high
principal movement throughout the system

3.

The proportion of special education students placed into more restrictive settings and
variations in experienced student to staff ratios leads to higher special education costs,
which encumber resources that could otherwise support earlier interventions

4.

LAUSD’s current school funding practices create greater variation within school levels than
seen in peer districts and result in fewer resources at the middle school level
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LAUSD Resource Patterns

LAUSD allocates over half of its comparable operating budget* to instruction,
as do most districts (Peers range 47%-57%)
Percent of Operating Budget ($6.9B)
by Use & Instructional Focus**
Business Services, 5%
Leadership, 8%

3%
3%
4%

Social Studies
[Secondary]

4%

Science [Secondary]

7%

Operations &
Maintenance, 19%

Pupil Services &
Enrichment, 7%

Instructional Support &
Professional Growth, 5%

Math [Secondary]
English [Secondary]

Instruction, 55%

22%

Electives [Secondary]
Elementary Schools

13%

Special Education

LAUSD

Notes: *Comparable operating budget is defined by ERS – See Slide 64 for additional details.
**Use categories are defined in Appendix F: ERS Methodology. Budgeted expenses for Special Education, Elementary School and Secondary School were determined by funding source and allocation
location; Budgeted expenses for Secondary Instruction were then split into content areas based on student course-taking data. These focus areas are approximations of district allocations of resources.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
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LAUSD Resource Patterns

ERS highlights where LAUSD over- or under-allocates relative to peers
The analysis permits the exploration of key strategic questions
▪ To what extent are district investments deliberate and intentional?
▪ Where are there opportunities to better align resources with the district’s
strategic priorities and improve student outcomes?
▪ What trade-offs exist that could prompt the district to continue/increase or
reduce/eliminate any investments?

Peer Districts For LAUSD
▪ Selected from ERS Database for apples-to-apples comparisons based on similar
student demographics and funding levels

▪ Represent a mix of strategies and financial situations to provide a fair peer set for
LAUSD; peer medians are not intended to represent best practice
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National Peer Districts for LAUSD – Demographics at a Glance
# Schools

% Free or
Reduced
Lunch

% English
Language
Learners

% Special
Education

NCES
Wage
Index

Adjusted
Dollar Per
Pupil* (000s)

511

782

80%

20%

12%

1.00

$13.6

76

153

78%

11%

13%

1.13

$11.9

Oakland, CA

37

86

74%

29%

11%

0.90

$9.9

Palm Beach, FL

163

174

62%

12%

14%

1.17

$10.4

Denver, CO

69

150

70%

25%

10%

1.25

$11.2

Shelby, TN

97

156

83%

7%

11%

1.19

$12.5

Baltimore, MD

84

180

100%

5%

15%

1.03

$14.1

Cleveland, OH

39

108

100%

9%

20%

1.22

$17.8

Enrollment
(000s)

LAUSD
Peer Median

District

Lower $pp

Higher $pp

References to Comparison Districts & Peer Medians: The above comparison districts are intended to shed light
where LAUSD’s resource use differs from that of other large urban districts. We hope the comparisons encourage
inquiry and reflection, and lead to deliberate decisions that direct the district’s finite resources to best support
teaching and learning, in alignment with district strategy.
ERS uses “Strategic Practice,” different from “Peer Median,” to note where our national research has identified best
practices across a broader set of districts.
*Dollars represent PreK-12 operating budget/expenditure for year studied. Dollars were adjusted for geography using the National Center for Education Statistics 2005 School District
Comparative Wage Index. Dollars are also adjusted to 2016-17 (inflation adjusted) using the Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI calculator.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
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LAUSD Resource Patterns

Benefits Beyond Pensions

Over $400M are tied up in higher than typical investments in benefits—before
including pensions—across the district
Additional Benefits Per FTE,
Beyond Peers*
$20

In Thousands by Use/Function

$19 k

$15

$12 k

$12 k

$10

$8 k

$8 k

$7 k

$7 k

$5

$0

Ratio of LA Benefits
per FTE to Peer
Median
Total Allocation
beyond Peers
($415M**)

Food Services

Facilities &
Maintenance

Business
Services

Aides

School Admin Instructional
Support

$5 k

Teachers

Pupil Services
& Enrichment

2.7

1.8

1.7

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.3

$52

$42

$20

$45

$35

$12

$170

$26

~30% of the benefits opportunity is in 17% of district staff
*Note: Benefits beyond Peers were calculated based on the additional benefits per FTE in LAUSD by function across the full district. The measure shows difference between current
benefits spend and LAUSD current total FTEs at peer median benefits per FTE
**$12M in additional benefits spend for other positions not captured above.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database; See Appendix F for more details on peer districts
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LAUSD Resource Patterns

Benefits Beyond Pensions

The yearly increase to health & welfare benefits alone (~$50M last year), could
have been repurposed to finance any of the following:
a)

More than double the current investment in any one grade-subject
combination (i.e. 5th Grade Math, 9th grade ELA, etc.)

b)

Provide more support to teachers, bringing LAUSD teacher to coach ratio to
ERS peer median (38:1; 300 coaches)

c)

Dedicated teacher professional development before the start of the school year
(~4 additional days)

d)

50% increase in the current investment in extended time & tutoring

Key Questions
▪ To what extent are district investments deliberate and intentional?
▪ Where are there opportunities to better align resources with the district’s
strategic priorities and improve student outcomes?

▪ What trade-offs exist that could prompt the district to continue/increase or reduce/
eliminate any investments?
20

LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teacher Compensation & Career Path

Average teacher salary and benefits are both higher in LAUSD than in
peer districts
Average Teacher Salary
District A

District B

$50,718
$61,214

District C

$67,766

District D

$69,964

District E

$71,880

LAUSD
District F

Average Teacher Benefits*

$80,460

23%

$14,501

19%
15%

$19,797

13%

$10,570
$21,492

22%
+44%

$20,369

$84,430

Comp District Median Salary = $68,865

$15,349

$12,241

+17%

% Benefits

21%
19%

Comp District Median Benefits = $14,925

*Benefits do not include teacher pensions.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database; See Appendix F for more details on peer districts.
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teacher Compensation & Career Path

LAUSD’s teacher salary curve, unlike most salary schedules, prioritizes
early-career increases rather than later ones
Salary Schedule Analysis,
Adjusted for Cost of Living
LAUSD

San Diego

Long Beach

Fresno

Elk Grove

San Francisco

Santa Ana

Oakland

$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$0
Starting
Salary

5 years
with MA

Source: LAUSD 2017-18 Salary Schedule for Teachers with Regular Credentials, District Salary Schedules, ERS analysis

10 years
with MA

Max
Salary
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teacher Compensation & Career Path

LAUSD teachers are able to advance through the salary schedule faster than in
other CA peer districts given low thresholds to move each step and lane*
District Name

Percent of max salary
that teachers can earn
by year 10

LAUSD

91%

Fresno

84%

San Francisco

80%

Santa Ana

79%

Oakland

77%

San Diego

74%

Elk Grove

71%

Long Beach

71%

▪ A teacher can move forward one step—
one increase in longevity pay—each
year by having an attendance rate of at
least 75%; currently, 98.8% of teachers
meet that standard
▪ On average, a teacher can move one
lane—one increase in education pay—
per year in the first 10 years through
education credits by taking any course in
LAUSD’s generous list of approved
courses

Given current teacher attendance patterns, moving the step threshold to 95% would free $4M
to reinvest in differentiated roles and responsibilities for teachers
Note: *“Steps” or "longevity pay" refers to incremental pay based on tenure, or how many years a teacher has been teaching; “lanes” or "education pay" refer to incremental pay based on the level of education
the teacher has attained.
Source: LAUSD 2017-18 Salary Schedule for Teachers with Regular Credentials, District Salary Schedules, NCTQ Database, ERS Interviews, ERS analysis
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teacher Compensation & Career Path

The typical movement through the LAUSD salary schedule results in a higher
proportional investment in education pay than in other districts
% of Typical Salary on Education Pay
(for a Teacher with 10 Years of Experience)
30%

Reallocating one-third of all education pay
could, over time, free ~$150M for
differentiated teacher roles and/or
job-embedded professional development

25%
20%

15%

28%

10%
5%
0%

7%

8%

4%

6%

9%

5%

District 1

District 2

District 3

District 4

District 5

District 6

13%

14%

District 7

District 8

14%

15%

District 9 District 10

LAUSD

Education pay is provided for a wide range of courses in LAUSD and could be more targeted to
effectively align teaching resources
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD 2017-18 Salary Schedule for Teachers with Regular Credentials, ERS & CAP “Do More, Add More, Earn More” 2015, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
Notes: “Steps” or "longevity pay" refers to incremental pay based on tenure, or how many years a teacher has been teaching; “lanes” or "education pay" refer to incremental pay based on the level of education the teacher has attained.
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teaching & Learning

LAUSD’s comparatively short school day provides students with limited time to
become college and career ready—requiring deliberate investments in instruction
Annual Student Hours
Elementary
District A

Additional Secondary Hours
1,080

Leading Edge* Cohort

1,276

District B

1,254

District C

1,230

District D

1,229

LAUSD

District E’s short school
day limited the typical
student’s access to
enough credits to graduate
HS in four years in over
half of their schools

1,053

District E

1,102
0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1,200

1,400

Sources: ERS Comparison Database, NCTQ TR3 Database, *Leading Edge Small Urban High Schools:
https://www.erstrategies.org/library/case_studies_of_leading_edge_small_urban_high_schools
Note: Data for one peer district was unavailable; Annual student hours represent the total length of the student day multiplied by the number of school days per year (includes lunch and
passing time); LAUSD total includes minimum instructional minutes for ES & SS plus 51 min per day for recess (ES only), passing time, and lunch to compare minimum annual student hours.
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teaching & Learning

Relative to peers, LAUSD’s additional investment in Instruction is largely
driven by Aides Compensation and Instructional Materials & Supplies
Ratio of LAUSD Instructional Dollars Per Pupil
to Peer Median Allocation
Additional dollars
for school-based spend

3.0

More, higher-compensated
FTEs

2.5
2.0

1.5
1.0

LAUSD has fewer, but highercompensated teacher FTEs

2.7

1.9

1.1
LAUSD $pp
matches peer
median

0.5
0.0

LAUSD $pp
is higher than
peer median

Teacher Compensation

Aides Compensation

Instructional Materials & Supplies

LAUSD $pp

$5,160

$880

$870

Peer Median $pp

$4,900

$470

$320

Research shows high-quality curriculum and instructional materials can support accelerated learning when
paired with structures for teacher professional development and support
Note: Pensions are not included in ERS-defined operating costs and compensation comparisons
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database; See Appendix F for more details on peer districts
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teaching & Learning

LAUSD teachers are required to devote little time to professional
learning annually; LAUSD has the opportunity to extend the teacher
workday to create space for collaborative planning and development
Teacher Professional Learning
in LAUSD* Compared to Strategic Practice
LAUSD

60
50

100

50

50

90

Strategic Practice

>90

6

70

30
20

60

5

50

4

40

3

30

1

10
0

0
Teacher Individual Planning per
Day

2.9

2

20

10

7

7

80

40

8

0
Teacher Collaborative Time per
Week

Note: *Based on required practice as indicated by the UTLA-LAUSD agreement
Source: LAUSD Collective Bargaining Agreement; ERS analysis, “Igniting the Learning Engine” Education Resource Strategies, 2017

Teachers Days Devoted to
Professional Learning
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LAUSDOver-investment
Resource Patterns

Teaching & Learning

LAUSD’s hourly salary suggests an opportunity to increase teacher time to
match strategic practice for professional learning
Hourly Teacher Salary*
$70

Adding 90 min per week and 4 additional
PD days, within the current compensation
structure, brings LAUSD to $55 per hour

$60

$50

Peer Median:
$50 per hour

$40
$30

$20

$37

$42

$50

$51

$58

$59

$10
$0

Annual Teacher
Hours

District A

District B

District C

District D

LAUSD

District E

1,384

1,467

1,410

1,409

1,392

1,434

Median
1,410

Alternatively, LAUSD could stipend teachers for increases in student and/or teacher
time ($150M) to accelerate improved student outcomes
Note: *Hourly Salary based on secondary school hours, plus one hour of teacher workday beyond student time in each district.
LAUSD has highest hourly salary for elementary school teachers; Student and teacher day data was unavailable for one peer district.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database; NCTQ TR3 Database
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LAUSD Resource Patterns

School
Over-investment
Administration

LAUSD allocates 40% more to School Administration than peer districts,
~$150M more overall
School Administration Dollars Per Pupil By Position
$1,200
Supplies & Stipends

$1,000
$800

Other

$600

Coordinator/Managers

$400

Sec/Clerk/Other Admin
Vice Principal

$200
$0

Principal
LAUSD

Comp
District
Median

District A District B District C District D District E District F

Nearly a third of the additional allocation ($50M) is in school-based secretaries, clerks, and other admins
Note: Districts C, E, and F in the chart above have significantly more small schools (due to both declining enrollment and intentionally-created small schools to attract new students),
increasing their $pp spent on principals.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database; See Slide 16 for more details on peer districts.
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LAUSD Resource Patterns

School
Over-investment
Administration

Given the combined administrative and instructional expert ratios in schools,
LAUSD has the opportunity to pursue best practice coaching and support
Teacher to Potential Instructional Expert Ratio by
Position
80

70

68

LAUSD has room to consider
replacing APs or Coordinators
with additional teacher leaders
to reduce potential R2 penalties*

60
50
40
30

20

20

Best Practice = 15

13

10

5

0

Coach

Coach + Assistant
Principal

Coach + Assistant
Principal + Principal

Coach + Assistant
Principal + Principal +
Coordinators

Weaving together formal evaluations and real-time coaching/growth-oriented feedback would accelerate
teacher learning, thereby improving student outcomes
*Note: R2 penalties are incurred by having an administrator to teacher ratio above 1.08. LAUSD has received a waiver from a $24M penalty in both SY16-17 and SY17-18. LAUSD anticipates an estimated
Teacher to Administrator (R2) penalty $35 million in 2018-19 and 2019-20.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget; ERS analysis; Igniting the Learning Engine, Education Resource Strategies, 2017
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School
Over-investment
Administration

LAUSD Resource Patterns

Addressing principal mobility across schools throughout LAUSD will be critical
to ensuring sustained instructional leadership
Distribution of Average Principal Duration*
by School Need Quartile
100%
90%
80%
70%

7%

5%

4%

37%

38%

35%

1%

33%

60%

6-8 Yrs

50%

3-5 Yrs

40%
30%

66%

56%

57%

61%

Lowest Need Schools

Quartile 2

Quartile 3

Highest Need Schools

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.1

10.5%

9.8%

14.1%

13.2%

10.9

12.1

11.7

11.4

0-2 Yrs

20%

10%
0%

Avg. Principal InSchool Duration
Percent Novice

Avg. Years of
Experience

Note: *Principal duration calculated based the average in-school tenure for all principals of each school through an 8-year window.
Source: LAUSD HR Data, LAUSD Schools Data, LAUSD Student Data, ERS Need Index Composite of %SWD, %ELL, & %FRL, ERS analysis
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Appendix C: Special Education
1.

LAUSD is facing a structural deficit due to increasing liability for pensions from the state
and annual spend on health and welfare benefits

2.

Relative to peer districts:
a)

Benefits investments are high throughout the district, with the additional investment
disproportionately in operations positions

b)

Early career salary increases add to the teaching value proposition in LAUSD; however
the criteria for increases do not always reinforce district strategy or needs

c)

Limited time exists to support effective teaching and learning, especially given the short
student and teacher days in LAUSD

d)

LAUSD invests more in school-based administrative support, yet LAUSD sees high
principal movement throughout the system

3.

The proportion of special education students placed into more restrictive settings and
variations in experienced student to staff ratios leads to higher special education costs,
which encumber resources that could otherwise support earlier interventions

4.

LAUSD’s current school funding practices create greater variation within school levels than
seen in peer districts and result in fewer resources at the middle school level
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Special
Over-investment
Education

Despite having a lower overall ID rate, LAUSD allots a higher proportion of its
operating budget to special education
Percent of TK-12 Students Identified for Special Education
25%
20%

20%
15%

12%

14%

13%
10%

10%

11%

15%

11%

5%
0%

Percent of TK-12
Operating Budget* for
Special Education

LAUSD

Peer
Median

18%

17%

District A District B District C District D District E District F

15%

11%

18%

12%

24%

22%

Note: *Spend on Non-Public Schools for students with disabilities is not included for LAUSD or any of its peers for comparison as these cost structures are highly variable from district to district.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget; SY16-17 Welligent Report; ERS Comparison Database; ERS Analysis
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Special
Over-investment
Education

California funding for Special Education requires local contributions to cover
student support costs

CA Dept. of Education (CDE)

From State to SELPA:
•

•

SELPA

Both State AB602 and Federal IDEA dollars are
allocated out from CDE to SELPAs to cover the
additional costs for students with disabilities
Funding is:
• Provided through a fixed dollar allotment per
average daily attendance (ADA)
• Not varied for the percent of students identified
with disabilities, nor disability categories
• Based on historical costs, and differs across
SELPAs

From SELPA to District:
District

Note: SELPA = Special Education Local Plan Area
Source: California Department of Education; SELPA and District Interviews

•

Funding is typically based on ADA, not the
percent of students identified with disabilities
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Special
Over-investment
Education

Given the funding structure, LAUSD needs an approach to mitigate the a
“Cycle of Specialization”…
Teachers are less able to
support diverse needs (e.g.
behavioral, social emotional,
and academic)

Fewer early
interventions and
professional development
opportunities are available
given limited resources

Cycle of
Specialization

Students are placed
into more restrictive
settings, increasing
cost for special
education service
and administration
Source: ERS

Students more likely to
be identified for special
education services

Often, students miss
opportunities for rigorous
curriculum and high
expectations, and the
student experience is
disproportionately
different for certain
subgroups of students

Special
Over-investment
Education

…as LAUSD, like most districts*, spends more per pupil to support students
with disabilities
Per Pupil Allocation by Student Type
Fully Allocated $pp ($000s)

$40

$36.3

$30
$22.7

$20
$10

$9.2

$10.9

$0

LAUSD Ratio, or
“Student Weight”

GenEd Setting

Related Services
Only

Resource/
Inclusion

"Special Day"/ Self
Contained Setting

1.0

1.2

2.5

4.0

Note: See Appendix F for comparative student weights from peer districts.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; LAUSD Student Data, ERS Comparison Database
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Special
Over-investment
Education

Currently, LAUSD identifies a higher proportion of students—overall and among
those with disabilities—for Special Day than in ERS comparison districts…
Distribution of Students with Disabilities
by Model of Service

25.0%
20.0%

15.0%

0.8%

1.1%

10.0%
5.0%

1.7%

10.8%
5.5%
8.4%

1.5%
5.8%

2.3%

1.7%

6.3%

9.2%

7.0%

5.4%

4.1%

3.6%

2.0%

1.8%

1.7%

District A

LAUSD

District B

District C

District D

District E

District F

42%

45%

27%

33%

13%

15%

0.0%

Special Day as
proportion of all
Students with
Disabilities

9.3%

2.9%

20%

Related Services Only
Resource/Inclusion
Special Day

Revising placement processes to ensure students receive instruction in the least restrictive setting would improve
educational opportunities for students and free resources for earlier interventions (~$100M if brought to 4% overall)
Source: SY16-17 Welligent Report; ERS Comparison Database; ERS Analysis
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Over-investment
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…and an opportunity exists to reduce disproportional identification of English
Learners and African American students
2.1x as many English
Learners are identified into
special education than the
district’s population would
suggest.

Special Education Over-Identification Ratio*
3.2

3.2
2.6

2.5

2.1
1.3

Overall

Intellectual
Disability

Specific Learning
Disability

English Learners

Overall

Emotional
Disturbance

Other Health
Impairment

African American Students

Reducing over-identification is core to LAUSD’s 2017-2019 Action Plan for Students with Disabilities
Note: *Over-identification ratio, or “risk ratio” is calculated based on the percent of EL or African American students identified with a disability compared to the percent of EL or African American
students in LAUSD overall. LAUSD action plan available here.
Source: Public Consulting Group’s Study of Los Angeles Unified School District’s Fiscal Efficacy and Organizational Structures to Support Outcomes for Students with Disabilities; SY16-17 Welligent
Report; Student Data; ERS Analysis,
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Special
Over-investment
Education

Staffing ratios in LAUSD are a driver of special education expense as
experienced ratios are often less than stated expectations
Teacher Staffing Ratios
Stated Ratio*

30
25

TA Staffing Ratios

Experienced Ratio

Stated Ratio*

28

Experienced Ratio

Changing experienced staffing
practices to align with stated ratios**
could free ~$65M; an additional ~$60M
could be available through a long-term
shift in practice away from additional
Behavior Interventionists (BIIs)

28
24

23

20

Experienced Ratio - Including BIIs

18

15
11

12

11

10

7

6

5
0
Resource/Inclusion

Special Day

Resource/Inclusion

Special Day

*Stated staffing ratios for Special Day are a weighted average across all Special Day programs
**Total TA opportunity assumes LAUSD staffs to 90% of the stated ratio, given typical structural challenges. 90% of the Stated Ratios means ~25:1 for Resource and ~11:1 for Special Day (weighted average).
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Welligent Report; LAUSD Staffing Ratios; SY16-17 PWI Report; ERS Analysis
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Over-investment
Education

Prioritizing resources for effective instruction and early
intervention can break the “Cycle of Specialization”
Teachers are able to support
diverse needs (e.g.
behavioral, social emotional,
and academic)

Resources are
prioritized for early
interventions and
professional development
opportunities

Cycle of
Specialization
Breaks

Fewer Students Identified for
special education services
… And those identified are placed in
the least restrictive setting
needed

Student experiences are
aligned to need

Cost Management
for special education
service and
administration
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Special
Over-investment
Education

If LAUSD were to increase the experienced TA staffing ratios to the stated
levels, LAUSD could pursue any of the following…
1. Enable small-group support (6:1) in two thousand early-elementary classrooms by
redeploying the ~1.3k TAs
2. Deepen effective implementation of Multi-tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) early
interventions by repurposing resources into ~630 additional general education teachers
3. Increase school-based student support by repurposing resources into ~580 related
service providers (e.g. psychologists, speech therapists)
4. Reinvest $65M in
professional development
and other instructional supports
to ensure students receive
great first teaching
…AND over time, LAUSD can reduce its reliance
on Behavior Interventionists, freeing
additional resources ($60M) for the above priorities

Teacher Type Key
General Education
Special Education

Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Welligent Report; LAUSD Staffing Ratios; SY16-17 PWI Report; ERS Analysis

Interventionists/MTSS TAs
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Appendix D: Funding Equity
1.

LAUSD is facing a structural deficit due to increasing liability for pensions from the state
and annual spend on health and welfare benefits

2.

Relative to peer districts:
a)

Benefits investments are high throughout the district, with the additional investment
disproportionately in operations positions

b)

Early career salary increases add to the teaching value proposition in LAUSD; however
the criteria for increases do not always reinforce district strategy or needs

c)

Limited time exists to support effective teaching and learning, especially given the short
student and teacher days in LAUSD

d)

LAUSD invests more in school-based administrative support, yet LAUSD sees high
principal movement throughout the system

3.

The proportion of special education students placed into more restrictive settings and
variations in experienced student to staff ratios leads to higher special education costs,
which encumber resources that could otherwise support earlier interventions

4.

LAUSD’s current school funding practices create greater variation within school levels than
seen in peer districts and result in fewer resources at the middle school level
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Funding Equity

LAUSD experiences greater variation in need-adjusted per pupil funding than
most districts ERS has studied
Variation within School Levels: Share of Schools within 10% of Median
Per Weighted Pupil Spending
More
equitable

67%

64%

Less
equitable

Peer Median

52%

53%

LAUSD Overall

ES

Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers; Bell SH excluded
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database

48%

MS

HS
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Funding
Equity
School Size
Over-investment
Over-investment
Funding

School size drives most of the variance in LAUSD; the small school
premium* accounts for ~1.5% of operating dollars
Enrollment v Dollar Per Weighted Pupil (pwp):
Elementary Schools

$30,000
$25,000

R² = 0.4574

$20,000
$15,000
$10,000

<350 students
76 schools
$13,970 pwp

$5,000
$0

0

200

350+ students
412 schools
$11,090 pwp
400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

The same trend holds true for Middle Schools and High Schools;
across all schools, the small schools premium amounts to ~$100M**
Note: *“Small Schools” refers to elementary schools smaller than 350 students and secondary schools smaller than 500.Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers
**See Appendix F for the small school premium by use.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD Schools Data; ERS analysis
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Funding Equity

Teacher Comp

At the ES level, school funding is also correlated with higher average teacher
compensation due to the higher concentrations of special education teachers
Average Teacher
Compensation
$108K
$99K

General Education

Lowest
Funding
Quartile

Quartile
2

Quartile
3

Highest
Funding
Quartile

Avg. Teacher
Comp

$98K

$99K

$99K

$103K

Concentration of
Special Education
Teachers

15%

17%

19%

23%

Special Education

While average tenure was consistent across funding quartiles, the typical Special Education teacher has
additional education credits resulting in higher “lane pay” and average compensation
Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD Schools Data; ERS analysis
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Funding Equity

Teacher Comp

…and it appears that the additional special education staff is due to
variations in staffing efficiency, rather than student need
ES Experienced Student:Teacher Ratios
Gen. Ed. Student:Teacher Staffing Ratio

25
21

21

SWD:Teacher Staffing Ratio
20

20

20

15

14

If Q2-Q4 schools had
the same SWD
staffing efficiencies as
those in Q1, it would
result in a ~$40M
savings

13
11

10

9

5

0

Lowest Funding Quartile

Quartile 2

Quartile 3

Highest Funding Quartile

% SWD

10.9%

11.5%

11.1%

11.6%

% Spec. Day

5.0%

4.9%

4.2%

4.1%

Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers; Gen Ed student to teacher ratios exclude all SWD and teachers serving SWD
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD Schools Data, LAUSD Student Data; ERS analysis
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Funding Equity

Student Performance

After size, student performance is the most correlated factor to funding
variation at the MS level
Dollar Per Weighted Pupil by Percent Proficient at MS Level
$16,000

$14,000

R² = 0.2585
Unspecified

$12,000

Innovation

$10,000

Staff Stability

$8,000

Both

$6,000
$4,000

$2,000
$0

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Innovation and Staff Stability schools tend to be lower performing at the MS level; the additional
dollars for those school designations appear to align funding with student needs
Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers;
Correlation charted above also excludes Millikan STEM Magnet, GALA, and The Incubator School as outliers. These outliers happened to be small, high-funded, and high-performing.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD Schools Data; LAUSD 16-17 SBAC Data; ERS analysis
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Funding Equity

School Designations

The proliferation of school designations in LAUSD makes it challenging to
determine the equity or efficacy of these investments relative to an in-district
“baseline,” especially at the high school level

100%

Percent of Schools with Multiple School Designations*
by School Level

80%
65%

60%
40%

38%

23% of all HS have 3+
School Designations

27%

16%

20%
0%

% of Schools with at Least
1 Designation

District

ES

MS

HS

94%

93%

96%

97%

Revising and consolidating school funding for individual school designations
would increase resource transparency and equity
*School Designations include: Charter, Magnet, Inclusion Site, Pilot, Innovation, Staff Stability, Dual Language, PHBAO
Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers; Bell SH excluded
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD Schools Data; ERS analysis
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Overall, LAUSD invests less in the Middle School level than the
Elementary or High School levels, unlike peers…
Spending Weights* by School Level
District

Elementary

Middle

High

1.06

0.98

1.08

(n=488)

(n=90)

(n=105)

Peer Average

0.98

1.06

1.06

District A

0.95

1.07

1.11

District B

1.04

0.94

0.93

District C

0.98

1.08

1.06

District D

0.98

1.03

0.99

District E

0.98

1.19

1.17

LAUSD

Lower $pp
District

Higher $pp
District

District F

Note: *Indexed to each district’s overall dollar per weighted pupil
Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers; Bell SH excluded
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database

0.96

1.09
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…Instructional spend accounts for the majority of differences in
funding between Elementary and Middle, and Middle and High
Dollar Per Weighted Pupil By Use Across
School Level
$90
$90
$150

Business Services

$160

Pupil Services & Enrichment
Leadership

$1,220

Operations & Maintenance

$810

Instructional Support
Instruction
ES-MS

Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers; Bell SH excluded
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget; ERS analysis

Additional spend on
Instruction is driven by
class size caps and likely
inefficient course
offerings in ES and HS,
respectively

HS-MS
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Appendix E:

Opportunity Details,
Approaches, & Resources
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Details, Approaches, & Resources

LAUSD, like many urban districts, is facing a
“Triple Squeeze”:

A higher bar for student
learning and greater needs

Unsustainable cost
structures

Flat or decreasing revenue

LAUSD has options to make strategic reductions to bridge the budget gap,
while reallocating dollars and pursuing cost neutral improvements
to accelerate great teaching and learning
In addition to the LAUSD-specific detailed opportunities in the three slides that follow,
please see How Three Districts Are Confronting the "Triple Squeeze" (ERS).
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Details, Approaches, & Resources

LAUSD has options to make strategic reductions to
bridge the budget gap…
Key Options
•

a)

Begin working on a long-term solution to
pensions burden in collaboration with the
state ($600M+ total annual spend)

Details, Approaches, & Resources
TeacherPensions.Org (Bellwether) has detailed alternative approaches to pensions
that benefit teachers and support solvent school districts. There are other retirement
systems that combine some of the best features of pensions and 401k- or 403B-style
contribution plans and provide employees with security and portability. The federal
government, for instance, has phased out its reliance on a traditional pension plan in
favor of a hybrid retirement system that combines a less-generous pension, enrollment
in Social Security, and a defined contribution plan, and some states have adopted
similar hybrid models.

•

LAUSD has conducted significant analysis on potential opportunities to shift resources
from benefits toward other priorities. Their summary presentation can be found here:
Health and Welfare Board Retreat (LAUSD)

Address relative over-investment in school
administration costs: admin support staff
and supplies ($80M); share program
coordinators across schools ($70M)

•

d)

Revise staffing ratios and increase
flexibilities for small schools* to see 50%
reduction in small school premium ($50M)

•

School leaders may be able to identify opportunities to consolidate positions and free
resources for reinvestment into the classroom by creating a school “organization chart”
of the roles and responsibilities for each member of the administrative and support
teams. Often getting explicit about what is on each person’s plate will tease out areas
of accidental overlap or inefficiency.
These resource patterns are also typical of smaller schools. See By Design Not
Default: Optimizing District Spending on Small High Schools (ERS) for more
information.

e)

Place students into least restrictive settings
and continue addressing disproportional
identification of EL and African American
students ($100M+)

b)

Revise health and welfare benefits packages
in alignment with peer districts ($415M)

c)

f)

Review special education program and staff
placement to ensure consistent student to
teacher ratios across schools ($40M+)

•

Investing in great first teaching can reduce the identification rates of students, and
keep resources available for early intervention. LAUSD has developed a
comprehensive strategic approach to improving special education services, while
containing costs. See LAUSD’s 2017-2019 Action Plan for Students with Disabilities,
available here.
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... while reallocating dollars and…
Key Options
a)

Revise lane/education pay eligibility to
match best practices (for content- or
role-specific, standards-aligned
professional development); build
toward structures that reward
contributions in classrooms, and
incentivize effective instruction and
leadership for the neediest students
and subject areas ($150M, 30% of
education pay over time)

b)

Add 90 annual hours of professional
development and teacher
collaboration within the current
compensation structure (bringing
hourly salary to $55), or stipend the
time ($150M investment)

c)

Invest in additional general education
FTEs to implement Multi-Tiered
systems of support by repurposing
special education TAs beyond stated
staffing ratios ($65M)

d)

Strategically increase individual
attention and/or student time where
additional support is needed

•

•

•

•

Details, Approaches, & Resources
Best practices in lane/education pay include payment for content- or role-specific, standardsaligned professional development, rather than isolated classes or credits unrelated to the role of
the individual. That payment is often “pegged to” the role itself and not the individual, so prioritized
dollars stay with the subject/grade-level needing top talent.
The Teacher Compensation Calculator (ERS) helps districts envision how compensation can
attract, retain, and leverage highly effective teachers by moving from career and compensation
approaches unconnected to performance or contribution to strategies that foster growth and
reward contribution.
In Igniting the Learning Engine (ERS), ERS profiled four school systems that, with an intensive
focus on improving the quality of instruction through professional learning and alternate
approaches to compensation and career, have seen above-average results with a relatively highneed student populations.
Building a strategic master schedule requires principals to balance diverse student needs and a
range of teacher skills in the context of a student day that can include as little as five hours of
focused learning time. The task is often complicated further by collective bargaining agreements
with highly prescriptive stipulations, staff and coverage shortages, transportation schedule
requirements, and limited resources. In this brief, Finding Time for Collaborative Planning (ERS),
ERS provides context on how American teachers currently spend their time and offers practical
strategies for how principals can create more collaborative planning time.

•

Investing in great first teaching can reduce the identification rates of students, and keep resources
available for early intervention. LAUSD has developed a comprehensive strategic approach to
improving special education services, while containing costs. Please see LAUSD’s 2017-2019
Action Plan for Students with Disabilities, available here.

•

Designing Schools that Work (ERS) provides an overview on how school leaders can transform the
annual school planning process into a key lever for providing greater student support.
School Design in Action: Targeted and Dynamic Learning Resources (ERS) is a series of school
profiles where schools have increased individual attention and/or student time to support
accelerated student gains.

•
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… pursuing cost-neutral improvements to accelerate
great teaching and learning
Key Options

•
a)

Determine the root causes of
principal movement across schools
and create incentives to stay in the
same school

b)

Realign principal and assistant
principal responsibilities to
increase instructional
leadership/teacher support in
schools

c)

•

•
Provide principal coaching, as well
as exemplar school models, to
•
ensure strategic use of resources at
schools

d)

Consolidate the resources provided
through one-off school
designations to allocate resources
in alignment with that deliberate
vision for equity

e)

Increase access to lower-cost
housing for teachers by pursuing
partnerships with the department of
housing and the city

•

•

Details, Approaches, & Resources
Principals have a huge impact on student success, especially in their role as instructional
leaders. But being an instructional leader is not just about observations and feedback—it's about
building a great teacher corps through hiring, job and team assignment, professional learning
opportunities, a compelling career path, retaining effective teachers, and more. It's also about
doing so in strategic ways—not based on compliance, happenstance, or tradition.
But school leaders can't do it alone. School systems can empower all principals to be strategic
talent managers—by mapping out the what, who, when, and how, and organizing data, support,
and timelines around the most critical talent decisions in the year. Building a Talent Decision
Map: How School Systems Can Promote Strategic Talent Management at Scale (ERS) explains
how to create coherence between the roles of teachers, principals, principal supervisors and the
central office, use "guiding questions" to make better decisions that maximize teacher talent,
organize a talent management calendar, and use data effectively.
Designing Schools that Work (ERS) provides an overview on how school leaders can transform
the annual school planning process into a key lever for providing greater student support.
School Design in Action: Targeted and Dynamic Learning Resources (ERS) is a series of school
profiles where schools have increased individual attention and/or student time to support
accelerated student gains.
Student-Based Budgeting (SBB) is one way to increase equity, transparency, and flexibility in
the funding system by allocating dollars to schools based on the number of enrolled students,
where each student receives a funding "weight" based on need. In this guide, Transforming
School Funding: A Guide to Implementing Student-Based Budgeting (ERS), you will find
information to consider whether SBB is right for your school system, including stories of how
districts such as Boston, Denver, Baltimore, and Cleveland implemented SBB.
See subsequent slides.
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Housing

Despite competitive salaries, teachers in LA face similar
housing challenges to those of teachers in other CA districts
Number of Years to Save for a
Down Payment

Monthly Rent for 1 Bedroom Apt.
as a Percent of Starting Salary
66%

70%

29.8

60%

50%
40%
30%
20%

20.4

41%
34%

35%

17.6

32% 31%
21%

19.3

17%

15.4

12.9

11.7
6.9

10%

0%

In the context of limited budget flexibility, and increasing pressure from pension liabilities, how can LAUSD
increase their teacher’s purchasing power to improve the overall value proposition?
Source: ‘NCTW Housing Affordability for Teachers”, https://public.tableau.com/profile/nctq2986#!/vizhome/HousingAffordabilityforTeachers_0/TeacherHousing
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Housing

LA has taken steps alleviate this challenge for teachers and other staff…

▪ Recently, LAUSD has completed a few projects to provide
affordable housing to its employees:
▪ Saga Parks Apartments (2015) – 90 units
▪ Selma Community Workforce Housing Project (2016) – 60 units
▪ Norwood Village (2017) – 29 units

▪ Given federal restrictions, these projects have significantly helped
LAUSD service workers, but the district may need to think more
creatively about reducing the burden on teachers in LA

Source: “Providing Affordable Housing Amid Soaring Rents in Southern California”, LAUSD.net; “LAUSD teachers earn too much to live in the affordable housing apartments built for them”, LA Times
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Housing

…LAUSD may consider alternative strategies to provide lower-cost housing,
deployed by peer districts, to increase the attractiveness of the teacher profession
▪ Districts and States across the nation are working with city officials and
nonprofits to provide affordable housing specifically for teachers:
District/State

Steps Taken

San Francisco
Unified

The district provides teachers with a $4,000 signing bonus to special education teachers
to incentivize

Santa Clara
Unified

The district sold off $7M worth of bonds to convert two old school sites into affordable
apartment complexes and has created a Teacher Mortgage Assistance Program

NYCDOE

Housing support program provides $15,000 (including $5,000 upfront) over two years in
housing support for math, science and special education teachers at the secondary levels

Philadelphia
School District

In 2014, a 100+ unit building was finished at an old factory site and provides teachers
with a 25% discount on rent

Texas

The state provides teachers access to a fixed interest rate mortgage loan program and
has a down payment assistance program 3-5% of the loan amount

Source: “Teacher housing helps educators stay put amid Silicon Valley boom”, San Francisco Chronicle; “Housing Support Program for Mathematics, Science and Special Education Teachers”, Teach NYC
Programs; “Philly apartments give teachers cheaper rent and colleagues as neighbors”, WHYY Philadelphia; “Teacher Home Loans”, Texas State Affordable Housing Corporation
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National Peer Districts for LAUSD – Demographics at a Glance
# Schools

% Free or
Reduced
Lunch

% English
Language
Learners

% Special
Education

NCES
Wage
Index

Adjusted
Dollar Per
Pupil* (000s)

511

782

80%

20%

12%

1.00

$13.6

76

153

78%

11%

13%

1.13

$11.9

Oakland, CA

37

86

74%

29%

11%

0.90

$9.9

Palm Beach, FL

163

174

62%

12%

14%

1.17

$10.4

Denver, CO

69

150

70%

25%

10%

1.25

$11.2

Shelby, TN

97

156

83%

7%

11%

1.19

$12.5

Baltimore, MD

84

180

100%

5%

15%

1.03

$14.1

Cleveland, OH

39

108

100%

9%

20%

1.22

$17.8

Enrollment
(000s)

LAUSD
Peer Median

District

Lower $pp

Higher $pp

References to Comparison Districts & Peer Medians: The above comparison districts are intended to shed light
where LAUSD’s resource use differs from that of other large urban districts. We hope the comparisons encourage
inquiry and reflection, and lead to deliberate decisions that direct the district’s finite resources to best support
teaching and learning, in alignment with district strategy.
ERS uses “Strategic Practice,” different from “Peer Median,” to note where our national research has identified best
practices across a broader set of districts.
*Dollars represent PreK-12 operating budget/expenditure for year studied. Dollars were adjusted for geography using the National Center for Education Statistics 2005 School District
Comparative Wage Index. Dollars are also adjusted to 2016-17 (inflation adjusted) using the Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI calculator.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
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After adjusting for geography and inflation, LAUSD’s budget per-pupil is
~14% above the peer district median and in line with what we would expect to
see given the district’s level of students in poverty
Average PreK-12 Operating
Geographically Adjusted $pp
by % of Free & Reduced Lunch Students
$20,000

Cleveland

$18,000
$16,000

Baltimore

LAUSD

$14,000
$12,000

Palm Beach

Shelby

Denver

Peer Median =
$11.9 pp

Oakland

$10,000
$8,000

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

% Free & Reduced Lunch
* Dollars represent PreK-12 operating budget/expenditure for year studied. Dollars adjusted for geography using the National Center for Education Statistics School District 2005
Comparative Wage Index. Dollars adjusted to 2016-17 (inflation adjusted) using the Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI calculator
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; ERS Comparison Database
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ERS uses a subset of LAUSD’s operating expenses to compare against peer
districts; LAUSD’s comparable TK-12 Operating Budget is $6.9B
ERS-Defined TK-12 Operating Dollars* ($B), SY16-17
ERS-Defined TK-12 Operating Dollars*
Excludes:
• Non-operating expenses, such as capital
outlay or debt service
• One-time expenses that are atypical of year
over year operations
• Adult Education
• Infant Education or child care
• Special Education through Non-Public
School Providers
• Pensions**

$0.4

$6.9

TK-12 Operating
Expenses

$ Per
Pupil (K)

$13.6

$6.5

Cafefeteria & Child
Development Fund

$0.8

General Fund

$12.8

Notes: Rounding differences to be expected. Capital Facilities includes ending balances and interfund transfers.
*TK-12 Operating Dollars is an ERS designation. LAUSD-defined Operating Dollars differ from ERS’ definition (for ex. LAUSD includes Adult Education).
**All pensions are excluded as these costs are highly variable across districts and not comparable. Total LAUSD spend on pensions in SY 16-17 = $0.7B and $0.3B in OPEB.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis
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ERS codes expenses to identify how much the district allocates on the
following uses and functions:
Instruction
Teacher Compensation
Aides Compensation
Substitute Compensation
Librarian & Media Specialist
Instructional Materials &
Supplies
• Other Non-Compensation
• Other Compensation
• Extended Time & Tutoring
•
•
•
•
•

Pupil Services &
Enrichment
• Enrichment
• Social Emotional
• Physical Health Services &
Therapies
• Career Academic Counseling
• Parent & Community Relations

Leadership
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governance
School Supervision
School Administration
Research & Accountability
Communications
Student Assignment

Operations &
Maintenance
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities & Maintenance
Security & Safety
Food Services
Student Transportation
Utilities

Instruction Support &
Professional Growth
•
•
•
•

Professional Growth
Curriculum Development
Recruitment
Special Populations Program
Management & Support

Business
Services
• Human Resources
• Finance, Budget, Purchasing,
Distribution
• Data Processing & Info. Services
• Facilities Planning
• Development & Fundraising
• Legal
• Insurance

Differences across categories can represent strategic choices or opportunities for realignment
Source: ERS
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To understand the transparency and flexibility of a district’s funding system,
we code all dollars to distinct “sharing levels”

Leadership &
Management
District governance;
management of the support
services provide to Schools

Example:
Superintendent, Strategy,
Director of Transportation

Shared
Services

School on
Central

All FTEs, services, and
materials that provide support to
schools, but services are
shared across schools such that
many or all schools have
access to those services.
These services cannot be easily
budgeted to individual schools.

All FTEs, services, and materials
not reported in the financial
system at schools, but services
are delivered at schools such that
only certain schools have access
to those services. These
services can be easily budgeted
to individual schools.

Example:
Bus drivers, IT support

Example:
Pupil services, Enrichment,
Nurses assigned to set schools

Example:
Most school based staff

20%

On school budgets

On central office budgets
True district “overhead”

Source: ERS

School
Reported
All FTEs, services, and
materials allocated directly to
schools in the district
expenditures

Resources used in schools
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ERS Dimensions of Spending Framework for Special Education
Total Special
Education
Spending
Overall Special
Education
Enrollment

Personnel
Spending

Eligibility Rate

Charters

Analyzed
Not prioritized
for analysis

Eligibility Rate
by
Grade/School

Per pupil spending
on Special
Education

Disability Type

Models of Service

FTE

Non-Personnel
Spending

Compensation

Student
Transportation

Stated & Experienced
Staffing Ratios

Not analyzed
Source: ERS
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To pursue transformational results in schools, resource
allocations should reflect deliberate approaches to:

Source: ERS

Equity

Transparency

Resources are
distributed equitably
based on student
need

Clear and easily
understood rules for
where, how, and why
dollars flow

“Dollars follow the
student”

“The formula tells
you what you get”

Flexibility &
Accountability

School leaders
define the resources
they need to drive
student achievement
“Principals own
their budgets”
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Equal Funding
Schools get comparable resources
based on size and/or other fixed
allocation drivers

Source: ERS

Equitable Funding
Schools get resources that are
comparable based on student
needs and what it will take to
address them
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The following student “weights” were applied to account for
different student types and adjust per pupil spending at each school

Lower $pp
District

District

General
Education

Poverty

EL

TSP*

SPED:
Related
Services

SPED:
Resource/
Inclusion

SPED:
SelfContained

LAUSD

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.2

2.5

4.0

Peer Median

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

2.2

4.0

Oakland, CA

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.5

2.3

4.6

Palm Beach, FL

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.4

1.9

3.5

Denver, CO

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.2

2.3

4.3

Shelby, TN

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.1

1.9

3.7

Baltimore, MD

1.0

1.1

1.4

1.9

2.6

4.9

Cleveland, OH

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.2

2.1

3.4

Higher $pp
District

Note: *The Targeted Student Population (TSP) weight is based on the total TSP investment not identified as explicitly for poverty or EL students exclusively, divided by an unduplicated
count of students who are EL, poverty, and/or foster. This weight is above and beyond any EL and poverty specific funds.
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, ERS analysis; LAUSD Student Data, ERS Comparison Database
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ERS adjusts per pupil spending at each school to
account for different student types
This study defines equitable spending as distributing funds based on student needs, so these weights are
used to create a spend per “weighted” pupil.
The spend per “need-weighted” pupil converts each school’s total enrollment into a newly developed student
need-weighted enrollment that accounts for each school’s specific mix of students. The spend per needweighted pupil is calculated in the following way:
1.
Multiply the actual enrollment of specific student sub-populations at a given school that receive
additional spending by the identified additional spend on each (i.e.: their enrollment times the “need
weights” from the table above, including “weights” for general education students and a base amount
for all students)
2.
Sum the need-weighted enrollment of all schools across the district and divide by the total actual
district-wide enrollment prior to the adjustment (i.e.: simple count of students) to obtain a “gross-down
factor.” This factor represents the district’s increase in weighted enrollment due to student needs.
3.
Multiply the need-weighted enrollment at each school by this gross-down factor to obtain the school’s
relative need-weighted enrollment. This is done to preserve the total enrollment district-wide but
allows for comparing the relative need of one school vs another. Total weighted enrollment in LAUSD
was 815K, so ERS applied a 63% gross down factor to each school to return the total district
enrollment to 511K.
4.
Divide total spend per school by the need-weighted enrollment to obtain need-adjusted spend per
pupil, or as ERS calls it, “spend per weighted pupil.” This metric reflects spending per pupil by school
accounting for student needs.
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Small School Premium

Across all levels, the small school premium is primarily driven
by additional spend on instruction and leadership

$3,500
$3,000
$2,500
$2,000

Difference in Dollar Per Weighted Pupil between Small & Not Small
Schools by School Level
$70
$280
$200
$540

$50
$190
$280

Business Services

$280

Instructional Support & Professional Growth

$620

$1,500

$1,000

$1,770

$1,590

$500

$50
$100
$140

Operations & Maintenance

$390

Pupil Services & Enrichment
Leadership

$1,230

Instruction

$0
ES

MS

HS

Avg Size (Small)

273

372

390

Avg Size (Not Small)

595

1169

1392

Note: Excludes Alternative Schools, Special Ed Centers, and Primary Centers; Bell SH excluded
Source: LAUSD SY16-17 Adjusted Budget, LAUSD Schools Data; ERS analysis
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About ERS

Our Mission

Education Resource Strategies is a national nonprofit
that partners with district, school, and state leaders to
transform how they use resources (people, time, and
money) so that every school prepares every child
for tomorrow, no matter their race or income.

About ERS

ERS partners with districts across the country to transform resource use so
that every school succeeds for every student.

Current District Work
Past District Work

Current State Work
Past State Work

WEST COAST

SOUTHWEST 15

MIDWEST

SOUTH

NORTHEAST

California
Los Angeles

Arizona
Arizona Community
Foundation

Minnesota
St. Paul

Tennessee
Memphis, Nashville, Knox County,
TN Dept. of Education

Massachusetts
Boston, Cambridge,
Holyoke

Georgia
Atlanta, GA Dept. of Education
Florida
Duval County, Lake County,
Palm Beach County
North Carolina
Charlotte-Mecklenburg

Rhode Island
Providence
Connecticut
Hartford, Waterbury,
New Haven, Connecticut
Council for Education
Reform

Louisiana
Avoyelles Parish, LA Dept. of Education

New York
Buffalo, Rochester,

Riverside County
Sacramento
Oakland
Colorado
Denver

New Mexico
Santa Fe, Albuquerque
Oklahoma
Tulsa
Texas
El Paso, Austin, Aldine,
Spring Branch

Illinois
Chicago
Indiana
Indianapolis
Ohio
Cleveland, Cincinnati
Michigan
Michigan State University

Syracuse, New York
City, NY State Dept. of
Education
Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
New Jersey
Newark
Maryland
Baltimore,
Prince George’s County
Washington, D.C.
D.C. Public Schools

About ERS

ERS Team Members
Joe McKown,
Partner*
Project Leadership

Karen Hawley Miles
CEO & Founder
Project Sponsor & Advisor

Nisha Garg,
Manager*
Project Management

Christina Baumgardner,
Principal Associate*

Cooper Redpath,
Associate

Arian Williams
Associate

*San Francisco based team members
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About ERS

For more tools and information, please visit

www.erstrategies.org
ASSESS
Resource Check

DISCUSS
Budget Hold’em for Districts

DESIGN
School Designer

Subscribe to our newsletters at www.erstrategies.org/signup

